TECHNOLOGY

By sayre c. kos

Train horns fall by the wayside
Automated horn system provides motorists warning while preserving community’s peace and quiet

An automated horn warns drivers and pedestrians at Hawley Street in Mundelein, Ill.,
when a train approaches. If the red “X,” (below) isn’t flashing, engineers are required to
sound the train’s horn and report the defect to the dispatcher. Two photos: Ray Wear t

A train horn echoing across the landscape provokes emotions of melancholy,
yearning, and even comfort. For others, the
cacophony of a horn means interrupted
sleep, and has prompted increasing numbers
of whistle bans and quiet zones.
The costs and resources required to install
the acceptable protections at a quiet zone, including quadrant gates, easily approach
$300,000-$500,000 per crossing, leading several communities to save money by installing
less expensive options, including wayside
horns. Manufactured by Quiet Zone Technologies and branded Automated Horn System, these stationary devices alert motorists
and pedestrians with the familiar audible
warning (a digitized recording of a locomotive horn) that a train is approaching.
Under the latest federal regulations, locomotive engineers must begin their whistle
sequence (two long blasts, one short and
one long) 15 to 20 seconds before entering a
crossing. In cases where train speed exceeds
60 mph, engineers must begin a quarter-

mile before the crossing, even if the horn
provides less than 15 seconds of warning.
Automated horns provide 20 seconds of
warning and repeat the approach sequence
until the crossing is occupied, satisfying the
timing requirements of the federal rule. But
because the system is placed at the grade
crossing, the automated horn sounds a sequence that’s louder than when a locomotive
horn is first sounded up to a quarter-mile away, gaining a motorist’s
or pedestrian’s attention sooner.
Moreover, because the system focuses the audible warning right
where it’s intended, the automated
horn reduces noise pollution.
The automated horn operates
in tandem with the same mechanisms that trigger the lights, gates
and bells of the railroad’s crossing systems. As a train approaches, the crossing system detects
and tracks the train’s movement,
then initiates the crossing signals
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and 20-second whistle sequence. The automated horn shares some of the circuitry
used in preempting the horn sequence with
the crossing signals, but the wayside horn
system components are kept in a control
cabinet near the base of the pole assembly.
Near the top of this pole assembly, a confirmation signal in the form of a large orange “X” visible from at least a quarter-mile
in either direction informs approaching
train crews that the automated horn is working as intended, and the engineer is not required to whistle at the crossing.
Quiet Zone Technologies installed its first
automated horn at three grade crossings in
Gering, Neb., in July 1994 on Union Pacific
Railroad’s route east out of the Powder River
Basin. A U.S. Department of Transportation
study of the Gering installation one year later
confirmed what the system’s developers expected: Significantly fewer trackside residents reported being annoyed by the wayside horn than the traditional locomotive
horn. But as they acclimated to the device,
would they also become complacent?
In a second study of the Gering site in
2000, the Texas Transportation Institute’s
Rail Research Center found the system to be
“an effective alternative to the locomotive
horn ... with a violation rate no greater than
that observed during pretest monitoring.”
But is this encouraging perspective
shared by those inside the locomotive cab?
Public safety researchers from Northwestern University conducted a January 2003
study of nine installations in and near Mundelein, Ill., and surveyed Canadian National
and Metra engineers operating through this
area. Of the 12 responses received, only two
engineers believed the crossings were less
safe while eight of the responding engineers
believed the crossings were safer as a result
of the wayside horns.
Today, wayside horn systems are active at
dozens of crossings in Illinois,
Kansas, Nebraska, Texas, and California. The most recent installation is in Elburn, Ill., on UP’s busy
route between Chicago, Rochelle,
Ill., and Clinton, Iowa. The installation of two wayside horn systems cost the city about $300,000,
well below what the price tag
could have been for four quadrant
gates at the two crossings.
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